Vision system is gradually becoming more important. As computing technology advances, it has been widely utilized in many industrial and service sectors. One of the critical applications for vision system is to navigate mobile robot safely. In order to do so, several technological elements are required. This article focuses on reviewing recent researches conducted on the intelligent vision-based navigation system for the mobile robot. These include the utilization of mobile robot in various sectors such as manufacturing, warehouse, agriculture, outdoor navigation and other service sectors. Multiple intelligent algorithms used in developing robot vision system were also reviewed.
Introduction
The nature of operations for many industrial and service applications are changing due to the advancement of sciences and technologies. These include the applicability of various state-of-the-art methods [1] [2] [3] [4] in contributing towards the advancement. The latest feasibility of Internet of Things [5] that propels Industrial Revolution 4.0 also has contributed towards establishing better applications. Among the most highly impacted applications is the mobile robot navigation system. Navigation is the fundamental concept for every robot to be mobile. There are two basic types of navigations [6] . The first one is local navigation that deals with the environmental situation within low range of distance in order to avoid obstacle or collision occurs. Another is categorized as global navigation refers to the localization of the robot on a larger scale environment using a global map or pre-specified topological maps regarding the robot's initial position. Local navigation of mobile robot is always in associate with the sensors to give signal about object detection on the outer environment in order to locate itself in that environment and to generate a map of the corresponding environment. A common mobile robot utilizes infrared, laser, or ultrasonic sensors for collecting data for its path planning [7] [8] [9] . However, this type of sensors only gives data in an imperceptible way. The algorithm involves mathematical computation of the input data perceives from the time of receiving light radiation or sound signal transmitted from a source mounted on the robot. The sensor system sometimes could be inaccurate due to interruption of the traveling signal caused by disturbance from the surroundings environment which will result in incorrect data reception [10] . Therefore, a vision sensor is an alternative to replace the ordinary sensors applied in mobile robot. The image captured by camera is a visualizing data which will be perceived by the processing unit and analyzed with algorithms to interpret it into usable information for path planning of the robot. A monocular vision system consists of one camera as the input sensor. The implementation of monocular vision system on mobile robot would require the pre-calibration of the camera with the aid of a calibration object consists of similarity in certain features such as color or shape with the object to be detected [11] [12] . In order to integrate the vision system with the robot motion system, programming is a must to create algorithms for computing the value of motion parameters corresponding to the data like pixel coordinates obtained from the input image. Path planning will be decided regarding to the information extracted from the interpreted data. The motion parameter values are required to send a signal command to the actuators of the robot for its corresponding movement to achieve the goal. The vision-guided navigation system can provide greater accuracy and precision system for the mobile robot to do its tasks. The monocular vision system mobile robot is ideally to be applied in an indoor environment. Additionally, obstacle avoidance feature of the mobile robot is very useful for multiple applications such as path-following and material handling especially for dynamic environment [13] [14] . In this research project, path following and static obstacle avoidance would be the function of the navigation system implies at. Thus, the capability to avoid obstacle without collision and navigate through the indoor environment within a short period are the aims to be achieved by the navigation system. This study aims to investigate the navigation requirements of a mobile robot. Consequently, a number of articles have been surveyed especially those related to vision-based navigation system for mobile robot. With regards to the research areas of robot navigation as shown in Figure 1 , this study focuses on the vision-based positioning function of the robot. 
Intelligence Algorithms for Vision-Based Navigation
Vision system is the technology that helps a machine to see their environments as human sees and interpret the information to be useful information to later be used for specific purposes. Review on the obstacle detection techniques for outdoor environment has also been conducted by Singh and Kaur [15] .
Crisman and Thorpe [16] claimed that the navigation system of a mobile robot comprises of perception systems to detect surroundings, path planning systems to arrange the route, and motor control systems to activate the movement of the robot body. For road navigation, no less than one recognition system has to detect the area of paths. Moreover, previous research also shows that vision strategies are exceptionally compelling base in the shut extent navigation. Basically, the main consideration in utilizing image sensors and processing is its influence to the exactness of the navigation system [17] . For navigating purpose, a mobile robot needs to translate its sensing information into concentrate surroundings data so that its location can be identified. Then, the robot must choose the proper way to accomplish its goal. After that, the driving system of the mobile robot will be activated to reach its destination. Their research vision system has the purpose to recognize circle as a landmark and determine distance and orientation from the target image for short-ranged navigation. The system is more adaptable in an indoor environment for local navigation via feature (circle) pursuing algorithm using fuzzy logic to generate target trajectory of the moving robot as depicted in Figure 2 . Figure 2 . A cascade control system for target trajectory [17] Giuseppina and Alberto [18] proved that a single camera can take care of issues within an indoor environment with a modestly alterable framework as the mobile robot proceeds onward horizontal surface. The single camera vision is capable to navigate mobile robot on an indoor floor while avoiding obstacle and people by using a little prior information, on-board calculation, and without omnidirectional vision. The rest of the tasks are: map learning; route decision making and avoidance of collision with an obstacle; and self-localization. The learning of map is a very much contemplated region, yet build of map utilizing monocular vision would give many benefits compared to other sensors that are higher reliable but higher cost either such as laser rangefinder. The ground image data can be changed into grip map, which consists of certain value to determine whether there is an obstacle on the floor.
Vision-based Technology for Mobile Robot
In developing a complete mobile robot based on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) featurebased program, a generic system hierarchy that can be applied to develop mobile robot navigation has been proposed [19] . The hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 3 . 
Monocular Vision
In various techniques and methods being used for positioning, the common problems are to determine the vehicle's orientation as well as its positioning. As discussed earlier, the technique used in landmark-based positioning and map-based positioning is being used for vision based positioning. Vision based positioning utilizes optical sensor instead of using another sensor. Examples of optical sensor commonly being used are such laser-based range finders and photometric cameras which use CCD arrays [20] . Using visual sensor gives user a very large amount of information regarding a mobile robot's surroundings. Plus, visual sensor could be the best source of information compared to any other sensor being introduced up to this day. Due to visual sensor's ability to offer user a tremendous value of information, the extraction of the features being observed in relation to obtain positioning information is not a simple task. The problems of localization by using the vision based technique have attracted a lot of attentions of researches and thus several techniques to overcome the problems have been proposed. Several techniques that can be identified are such: • Environment representations; • Algorithm for image localization; • Procedure of sensing. Typically, absolute or relative position data can be obtained by using most localization techniques. Different techniques give out different results and information depending on the type of sensor being utilized, the geometric models as well as the representation of the environment [21] . Additionally, other geometric data of the surroundings can be provided in many forms such as landmarks, the shape of an item, or a map of the environment in either 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional map. This is illustrated in Figure 4 . A vision sensor or in some cases where multiple vision sensors are implemented, it is expected to recognizes an image features or area on an image and compares the image with the image or maps being stored in the memory. Figure 4 . Monocular vision system [21] In addition, landmarks, object models, and maps should be able to give out good information that could easily be detected or identified. In a wider sense, "positioning" in mobile robots also gives a meaning to find position as well as the orientation of a mobile robot or a sensor. The first type which is a monocular vision system with only single camera mounted on the robot to grab the image of its surroundings. The camera must be pre-calibrated so that feature information can be acquired from the image captured by the single camera. Edge detection and color detection are examples of method used in monocular vision system to distinguish objects or obstacles in the image. Monocular vision system needed to move into two different points to obtain single 3-dimensional information of the object [22] . It is also possible to configure multiple cameras in monocular vision configuration. In that case, the field of view in the eyes are commonly do not overlap or may overlap only a little with each other. Monocular vision does not develop and gives an information for 3-dimensional. Monocular vision also could not give an exact value of position and distance. Additionally, a monocular vision can be easily disturbed and gives wrong interpretation and calculation of the vision. In all the advantages, there is a higher difficulty in implementing vision system due to the demand of perfect accuracy of the alignment of the cameras which requires expert technique or high precision machine that may lead to very high cost [23] .
Stereo Vision System
Apart from monocular vision system, there is stereo vision system that comprises of two identical cameras installed on the robot for image capturing as shown in Figure 5 [24]. This type of vision system is way more capable of predicting the distance of the object just like the stereo vision possessed by human being and most of the predatory animals of their natural ability. By the way, there is a higher difficulty in implementing this stereo vision system due to the perfectly demand of accuracy for the alignment of the cameras which requires expertise technique or high precision machine that may cause to very high cost.
As an instance, Carnegie Robotics developed a sensing device that combine tri-modal of laser, 3D stereo, and video. The device that is known as MultiSense SL could act like a head for humanoid or mobile robot [25] . The MultiSense SL is illustrated in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . Stereo vision system [25] 
Other Vision System
Another type of robot vision is the trinocular vision. Figure 7 illustrates the concept of the vision system. The system is particularly useful when the robot needs to consider wider scope of view as depicted in Figure 8 . On the other hand, some researches also utilized the third camera to verify certain information captured by stereo camera. Fig. 9 illustrates an example of a trinocular robot vision. 
Recent Development of Intelligent Vision-Based Mobile Robot Navigation Systems
There is numerous vision systems developed for the navigation of mobile robot. The advancement of computing technology has also enabled researchers to develop more efficient and reliable navigation system. The researches could be categorized into three vision categories: monocular, stereo and trinocular visions. The details for related researches conducted are summarized in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. The main goal is to detect and avoid obstacles in the outdoor environment Adopted a dense optical flow method to extract data for a classifier model using support vector machine (SVM).
Monocular vision
Jia et al. [36] Propose an obstacle avoidance mechanism for driver-assistance systems Adopted a dense optical flow method to extract data for a classifier model using support vector machine (SVM). Proposed a hybrid system consists of localized vision, global positioning system and inertial navigation system Generate feasible robot path based on combined obstacle detection and visually-aided guidance.

Stereo vision
Cheng et al. [43] Propose an asynchronous Kalman filter to fuse the data from fuzzy maps.
Capability to have intermittent correction for robot localization. Table 3 . Related Researches on Trinocular Vision System for Mobile Robot Navigation.
Min and
Cho [44] Active trinocular vision system with capability to extract 3D information from single shot image
Utilize probabilistic voting and line grouping data as input for intelligent matching algorithms Trinocular Lu and Shao [45] New method that focuses on the calibration of the trinocular vision sensor.
Proposed a sphere-based transformation procedure based on trifocal tensor approach Trinocular Hemayed [26] Develop and commercialize a modular vision system for humanoid / mobile robot.
Algorithm for multi-stage surface reconstruction based on depth information Trinocular Liu et al. [46] Proposed a master control system based on trinocular configuration of camera.
Kalman filter for prediction of speed and direction of the master handle's next position Trinocular Liu et al. [47] Proposed an intelligent picking movement for robot arm based on trinocular vision.
Adaptive and fuzzy image fusion to increase robot's picking ability Trinocular
Conclusions
The advancement of computing technology has enabled researchers to develop vision system with higher capability. This contributes towards the improvement of navigation system for mobile robots. However, most of the researches still opted for having monocular vision system instead of stereo or trinocular vision configurations. This is to minimize the computation requirement hence increase the efficiency
